Hearing Loss Secondary to Systemic Sclerosis Vasculopathy: Case Study with a Short Review
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Abstract: Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a collagenosis with a substrate of chronic inflammation, which is determined by autoimmunity. The pathogenesis of this disease involves microvasculopathy (small vessel pathology) followed by excessive cutaneous and visceral fibrosis. Although acoustic and vestibular impairment is not classified as being a secondary pathology of SSc, several studies have identified cases of SSc that associate hearing loss and especially vertigo and tinnitus. This paper presents data from the medical literature that have identified vestibular and auditory symptoms among patients with SSc, associating the clinical case presentation of a patient suffering from SSc, which is associated with hearing loss. The need for additional studies on larger groups of patients is underlined, in order to clarify the impact of vasculopathy and fibrosis on the acoustic and vestibular analyzer in patients with SSc.
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Introduction

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a connective tissue disease in which skin induration is accompanied by multiorgan damage. The pathogenic process is a complex issue based on a substrate of vasculopathy and excessive fibrosis. The multiorgan damage found in SSc mainly targets the lung, digestive tract, kidney and heart.1 Although hypoacusia is not classified as being a secondary pathology of SSc, studies have shown that a fairly high percentage of patients with SSc report vestibular and auditory symptoms, with symptoms being as severe as hearing loss.2 Bassiouyi et al found that 33% of patients with SSc have a mild degree of vestibular dysfunction. The vestibular damage was found to be directly proportional to the severity of the vascular alterations shown on capillaroscopy and to the Rodnan score of cutaneous induration. No associations were observed between vestibular impairment and the disease subsets of SSc.3

In 2008, Agrawal and his research team analyzed acoustic and vestibular symptoms on a group of SSc patients, in comparison to a group of patients without SSc, with different age groups. They found that patients with SSc associated hearing loss much more frequently than patients without SSc.4 Later in 2011, Maciaszczyk recorded 40% hearing loss on a group of 20 patients diagnosed with SSc.5 Between 2012 and 2015, Silva et al conducted a study of 50 patients with...
SSc. At the end of the study, they noticed that most of the patients had vertigo and tinnitus, and 46% of the patients included in the study had hearing loss.\(^2\)

Their study was initiated based on the observations of Maciaszczyk and his collaborators and obtained a similar result. As early as 2011, research conducted by Maciaszczyk noted that dizziness and especially tinnitus are the most common acoustic-vestibular symptoms identified in SSc.\(^5\) Another study team, Bevilacqua et al, conducted a study analyzing the prevalence of hearing loss in the general population in a group of 2427 Brazilians in Rondônia. According to the study, they were included without being diagnosed with SSc and a percentage of 26.1% of people studied were registered with low hearing acuity, without being diagnosed with SSc. However, the share of people with dizziness and tinnitus was higher than those with hearing loss.\(^6\)

Also, Beria (2007) identified in Brazil an even lower percentage of people with hearing loss - only 15.2% of the general population. Analyzing the prevalence of hearing loss among the population without SSc, one can highlight that aging does not associate hearing loss in a percentage that is as high as in those suffering from SSc.\(^2,6,7\)

Other studies have revealed that hearing loss is the most common vestibular symptom in SSc.\(^8,9\) Berrettini and Bondali specified that the vasculopathy which is characteristic for SSc affects the artery that ensures the vascularization of the labyrinth found in the inner ear. The labyrinthine lesion seems to be caused by the limitation of arterial blood flow at this level.\(^2,9\)

Deroee (2009) observed that high-frequency sounds are affected in the initial phase of hearing loss. Several authors found to be of use the evaluation of the central and peripheral segment of the acoustic and vestibular analyzer in patients with SSc. They concluded that the inner ear is affected by the restriction of blood flow to the cochlea by microvascular inflammation of the cochlear nerve in the context of autoimmunity.\(^5,8–11\) Similar to the pattern of nail fold capillary damage, Deroee found that low cochlear capillary density and sinuous capillaries produce local ischemia and hypoxia that will further induce cell apoptosis.\(^10,12\)

Pereira’s (2006) study showed that local inflammation spreads to the middle and outer ear and causes recurrent polychondritis with transmission hearing loss.\(^12,13\) Moreover, the study of Kastanioudakis (2001) which was done on a group of 30 SSc patients, found a number of 3 cases suffering from inflammation extending to the Eustachian tube.\(^12,14\)

The occurrence of hearing loss in the course of SSc has been hardly studied. Therefore, more research is needed in order to gather clear and concrete evidence of vascular and fibrotic damage to the inner and middle ear.\(^2\)

**Case Report**

**Subject**

The current study aims to present the clinical case of a 66-year-old female patient who was diagnosed with SSc associated hearing loss. The patient signed the informed consent for the publication of personal pathological data and for the publication images. Ethics approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Clinical Hospital “Sf. Maria” in Bucharest, Romania, with the decision number 5213, from 04.04.2019.

The patient was hospitalized in August 2019, complaining of small and large joint polyarthritis having an inflammatory character; these symptoms were accompanied by prolonged morning stiffness, hand digital ulcers with inflammatory signs and partial hearing loss. The patient comes from the rural area and is an active smoker for almost 20 years, smoking 10 cigarettes a day.

The patient was diagnosed in December 2015 with SSc, the limited skin type, associated with vascular damage. The positive diagnosis was made in the clinical context of a deep digital ulceration found on the plantar side of the left hallux. On the background of this ulcerative lesion, the patient was referred to the vascular surgery ward. The patient associates the development of this ulceration with a psychological stressful event in her family (her son’s death). Currently, she presents for the recurrence of digital ulcers accompanied by inflammatory signs.

The patient’s personal history identifies the long-term occupational exposure to toxic agents (approximately 10 years, to the following substances: carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO\(_2\)), sulfur dioxide (SO\(_2\)), lead). Starting with 1980, the patient worked in a special cast iron foundry, in a high-temperature environment (200°C). The patient has as associated pathologies: chronic obliterative arterial disease of the lower limbs (stage III–IV Fontaine), deep vein
thrombosis of the popliteal artery and of the right posterior tibial artery. Over the course of the disease, recurrent digital ulcers have progressed to one *Staphylococcus aureus* superinfection episode, for which antibiotic treatment was initiated according to the patient’s antibiogram; she also associated treatment with endothelin-1 receptor antagonist (bosentan) and a vasodilator (alprostadil). Among systemic complications, the patient presented moderate diffuse pulmonary scler- emphysema and chronic erosive gastritis “watermelon stomach”. For associated comorbidities, the patient received statins known to have an anti-cytokine effect, despite the side effects.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Clinically, the general condition is slightly influenced, the patient suffering from discrete asthenia quantified by the score of 20/100 evaluated by the patient using the analog visual scale. There was a gradual weight decrease of 10 kg over the span of 3 years. Arthralgias were present at the bilateral distal interphalangeal joints (8 painful joints with the pain score quantified by the patient using the visual analog scale = 10/100), without joint contracture of the small joints in the hands, with discrete phalangeal muscle weakness at this level (score = 1) and with muscle atrophy of the dorsal interosseous muscles, scleroderma facies with slight microstomy (5 cm oral opening), sclerodactyly (Figure 1) and acrocyanosis of the left IInd finger (Figure 2). Multiple stellar scars with the characteristic appearance of “rat bite” and active digital ulcerations have been identified on the pulp of the fingers. Some ulcers of the IInd and IVth left fingers and Ist right finger showed signs of infection (Figure 3). The skin had “salt and pepper” pigmentation disorders, the hyperpigmented areas alternating with the hypopigmented ones. Skin induration was quantified as being 4, calculated as the Rodnan score and obtained by summing the partial

\[\text{Figure 1 Sclerodactyly and digital contracture in flexion.} \]

\[\text{Figure 2 Acrocyanosis left IInd finger.} \]
scores equal to 1 (for mild thickening of the hands and feet). Multiple acroosteolysis of the fingers showed an obvious
shortening of the IInf and IIIrd fingers, bilaterally (Figure 4). Concerning the peripheral vascular compartment, the patient
presents triphasic Raynaud phenomena, having present pulsations of the radial artery, with slightly diminished ones at the
pedal artery level and an absent pulse of the posterior tibial artery.
Subcrepitant rales have been identified in both lung bases without the patient suffering from dyspnea. Radiological
examination suggested interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, which was confirmed by computed tomography examination. The
patient was normotensive and presented hearing impairment. Hearing acuity has progressively decreased during the
disease development and evolution.

Biologically, there were significant signs of an inflammatory syndrome expressed by increased values of erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR = 76 mm/h) and C reactive protein (CRP = 61.92 mg/l) which directed towards the active form
of the disease. The immunological profile showed an increased titer of antinuclear antibodies (ANA). Analysis of the
extended ANA profile revealed increase in anticentromere antibodies (ACA). Data from the literature indicate that ACAs
have high specificity for the limited subset of SSc. The absence of other autoantibodies suggests that the patient does not
have other autoimmune diseases, although sometimes the immunological profile of SSc or other autoimmune diseases is
negative or atypically. Medication indicated for existing comorbidities may be a source of adverse reactions or may have
an anti-cytokine benefit with anti-inflammatory potential in SSc.15–20
In dynamics, the evolution of ulcers was favorable, with the complete resolution of the *Staphylococcus aureus* infectious process under a combination of antibiotic therapy (ciprofloxacin and cefuroxime, according to the antibiogram). Vasodilator medication was combined with alprostadil in order to relieve peripheral vasospasm.

**Discussion**

The patient was diagnosed with SSc according to the 2013 American College of Rheumatology (ACR)/European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR)\(^{21,22}\). Depending on the extent of the skin damage, the patient was included in the limited subset of SSc. Smoking and exposure to occupational toxic substances (lead, CO, NO\(_2\), SO\(_2\)) are considered as risk factors. The patient claims that the high temperatures caused her acroparesthesias and the triphasic Raynaud’s phenomenon on her hands. Very interesting is the patient’s statement regarding a major psychological event that took place 6 months before the onset of the digital ulceration found on the left hallux. She considers that the death of her son was the determining factor for the appearance of the ulcerative lesion of the hallux. Subsequently, the patient considers that the unfavorable evolution towards infection was determined by her mental suffering caused by the aggravation of her mother’s health. The literature data supports this observation (the existence of a psychological stress factor prior to the development of SSc), a study by Chen et al and one by Faravelli et al reporting that patients registered important life events one year prior to SSc initiation (deaths, recent stressful events, undesirable life events, uncontrolled events). Even childhood adverse life events were incriminated in the initiation of SSc\(^{23,24}\).

In addition to skin damage, the patient presented interstitial pulmonary fibrosis with the absence of dyspnea; gastroparesis, macrovascular damage to the popliteal artery and posterior tibial artery were also present. Although dyspnea was absent, subcrepitant rales were present at the base of the lung, suggesting that pulmonary fibrosis is symptomatic from the early stages. As a particular feature of the case, the patient presented with hearing loss, probably due to vasculitic damage and secondary fibrosis of the middle and inner ear. Some comments can be made on this aspect. Data from the literature report that hearing loss is not known to be a typical manifestation of SSc, but some studies show that the inner and middle ear may be affected in the course of this disease due to microvascular destruction. Shenavandeh and his study team reported 10 cases of subjective hearing loss and 36 cases of objective hearing loss in patients with SSc, as compared to the control group of 6 and 10 patients, respectively\(^ {25}\).

By making a correlation with the capillaroscopic pattern of this patient (Figure 5), one can highlight that the hearing loss could be determined by the microvasculopathy characteristic of SSc. The patient has a nonspecific capillaroscopic pattern for SSc, characterized by a slightly reduced capillary density and frequent dilated capillaries. Some aspects characteristic of SSc are missing, such as: megacapillaries, hemorrhages and neovascularization, but there is a slight structural disorganization and digital necrosis\(^ {2,5}\). Maciaszczyk and Silva claim that the microvascular damage of the inner ear is due to the vasospasm characteristic of the Raynaud phenomenon associated with fibrosis of the auditory

![Figure 5 Capillaroscopy – nonspecific pattern, with dilated vessels.](https://doi.org/10.2147/CCID.S356818)
They appreciate that hearing impairment depends on the duration of the disease and also on its severity. Contrary to these observations, Bassyouni did not notice any correlation between vestibular function and the duration of the disease. The presence of recurrent, persistent ulcerations in the studied patient can indicate an elevated degree of microvascularopathy, revealed by the capillaroscopic examination. Therefore, one can report that the presence of hearing loss is the expression of microvascular alterations in the context of autoimmune alterations.

Moreover, studies conducted by Bevilacqua and Beria show that hearing loss is much less common in the population without SSc and over the age of 65, as compared to groups of patients with SSc. This finding suggests that SSc appears to be associated with hearing loss. There are few studies on SSc secondary hearing loss. For this reason, it is necessary to carry out additional studies to clarify the role of vasculopathy in affecting the middle and inner ear.

Conclusion
Vasculopathy characteristic to SSc precedes the process of excessive fibrosis and is responsible for skin and internal organ damage. Moreover, both microvascular damage to the structures in the middle and inner ear, and consequent fibrosis, appear to be responsible for the progressive onset of hearing loss.

It is estimated that the accentuation of the hearing deficit is proportional to the intensity of the vasculitic damage. In the context of vasculopathy, vasodilator medication may have a net benefit in preventing hearing loss in patients with SSc. Data on SSc secondary hearing loss are limited. As a result, more studies are needed for the optimal management of this pathology.
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